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The rate constants of the two branches of H-abstractions from CH 3 OH by the H-atom and the corresponding reactions in the reverse direction are calculated using the one-dimensional semiclassical transition state theory (1D SCTST). In this method, only the reaction mode vibration of the transition state (TS) is treated anharmonically, while the remaining internal degrees of freedom are treated as they would have been in a standard TS theory calculation. A total of eight ab initio single-point energy calculations are performed in addition to the computational cost of a standard TS theory calculation. This allows a second-order Richardson extrapolation method to be employed to improve the numerical estimation of the third-and fourth-order derivatives, which in turn are used in the calculation of the anharmonic constant. Hindered-rotor (HR) vibrations are identified in the equilibrium states of CH 3 OH and CH 2 OH, and the TSs of the reactions. The partition function of the HRs are calculated using both a simple harmonic oscillator model and a more sophisticated one-dimensional torsional eigenvalue summation (1D TES) method. The 1D TES method can be easily adapted in 1D SCTST computation. The resulting 1D SCTST with 1D TES rate constants show good agreement to previous theoretical and experimental works. The effects of the HR on rate constants for different reactions are also investigated.
This article is part of the theme issue 'Modern theoretical chemistry'.
Introduction
The semiclassical transition state theory (SCTST) has been successfully applied in the calculation of reaction rate constants for various unimolecular and bimolecular reactions [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] . In SCTST, the reaction probability is calculated using a one-dimensional potential energy function which is constructed using only the information of the potential energy surface (PES) near the transition state (TS) structure, in particular the vibrational frequencies and anharmonic constants [2, 3] . As the vibrational frequencies of the TS are required in a standard transition state theory (TST) calculation, the only additional information required to carry out an SCTST calculation is the values of anharmonic constants. To calculate them, the most commonly employed method is the second-order vibrational perturbation theory (VPT2) [4, 5] , which requires the third-and fourth-order derivatives of the PES with respect to the normal modes. These, then, are the actual computational costs of an SCTST in addition to a standard TST. In the computationally cheapest form of SCTST, the one-dimensional (1D) SCTST, one simply assumes the coupling between the reaction vibrational mode and all the other vibrational modes are zero. Note that there are two levels of assumption here. In the first level, one can assume that the anharmonic constant matrix has only one non-zero element that corresponds to only the reaction mode. The value of this single element is still calculated in the same way as in a full-dimensional (FD) calculation. However, studies [1, 6] suggest that the rate constants calculated in this way are not in satisfactory agreement to an FD SCTST result. In the second level, which is actually a stronger approximation, one can assume that the third-and fourth-order derivatives with respect to all vibrational modes other than the reaction mode and the coupling terms in the third-and fourth-order derivatives between all the modes are zero. This automatically reduces the anharmonic constant matrix to a single element. In addition, this single anharmonic constant has a different value compared to the one used in FD SCTST. Interestingly, the resulting rate constants in fact show a better agreement to the corresponding FD results [1, 9] . Furthermore, to improve the performance of SCTST, in particular, in a low-temperature region, the application of the deep-tunnelling correction proposed by Wagner et al. [14] has been applied to both FD and 1D SCTST [1, 8, 9, 13] .
In the current study, we use 1D SCTST of the second assumption level described above with the deep-tunnelling correction to investigate the reaction rate constants for the following two reactions in both the forward and reverse directions: R1 : CH 3 OH + H CH 3 O + H 2 and R2 : CH 3 OH + H CH 2 OH + H 2 .
The reaction between methanol (CH 3 OH) and atomic hydrogen (H) is of interest [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] . It is one of the main CH 3 OH consumption processes during the complex combustion of CH 3 OH in the gas phase [33] . The forward direction of R1 and R2 are two of the main possible reaction channels. One additional product channel, which yields CH 3 + H 2 O, can also be identified; however, it has only minor contribution to the mechanism for temperatures typically below 1000 K [19] [20] [21] . These reactions provide an interesting challenge to the rate constant computation because of the presence of torsional or hindered-rotor (HR) vibrational modes in reactants and TS structures. The HR vibrational mode often consists of the rotation of parts of a molecule around a chemical bond. A typical HR behaviour has a transition from a normal harmonic oscillator (HO) at low temperature to an internal free rotor at high temperature. Numerous studies have been dedicated to the computation of the HR partition function; some of the recent researches can be found in [29, [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] . In this study, we use the one-dimensional torsional eigenvalue summation (1D TES) method [37] to calculate the partition functions of the HR found in reactants and TS. Note that the effect of the HR mode on reaction rate constants for the forward direction of R1 and R2 has been studied in [29] , although a direct comparison between the HO and HR calculations was not given. We discuss this effect in the current study. In addition, the reverse direction of R1 provides an interesting case. Neither of the reactants, CH 3 mode can be found in the TS. It is expected that the HO model would be even more inaccurate than the case where an HR can be found in both reactant and TS. Furthermore, we show the impact of the HR vibration on the 1D SCTST calculation, in which case not only is the partition function different but the height of the potential barrier is also changed.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Background theoretical derivations are discussed in §2. Computational details of our ab initio calculations are in §3. In §4, we show our calculation results for the properties of the stationary states and reaction rate constants for both branches. Conclusions are in §5.
Theoretical background (a) One-dimensional semiclassical transition state theory
In a standard TST calculation, the rate constant is given by
where Q ‡ (T) and Q R (T) are the total partition functions of the TS and the reactants, respectively. They include the electronic, vibrational, rotational and translational partition functions, with the molecular vibrations treated as harmonic oscillators.
In a FD SCTST treatment to a bimolecular reaction, the rate constant is given by [1] [2] [3] [4] 7, 12] 
Note that the contribution of vibrational modes of the TS is included in the term N FD (E v ), in equation (2.2) . It is often referred to as the cumulative reaction probability (CRP). It is calculated by summing over the reaction probabilities of state/configuration-dependent reaction probability, P {n} (E v ) [4, 12] . In the SCTST calculation a configuration, sometimes referred to as a state, corresponds to a combination of vibrational states of the TS [1, 8, 9] . Note that this is different from and should not be confused with a state-to-state reaction probability obtained from quantum scattering calculations. To calculate P {n} (E v ), the vibrational frequencies as well as the anharmonic constants of the TS are required. One commonly employed method to calculate the anharmonic constants is the VPT2 [4, 5, 40, 41] , which uses up to the fourth-order derivatives of the PES with respect to the vibrational normal modes. Another important but often unmentioned point of the FD SCTST calculation is that the vibrational partition function of the reactants is treated anharmonically, instead of harmonically as in equation (2.1).
The main computational costs of FD SCTST come in twofolds. The computation of higherorder derivatives of the PES is an unavoidable cost, especially when numerical derivatives are used. Additional ab initio calculations are often needed to control the numerical errors under an acceptable threshold [1, 13] . Once a set of satisfying values of the vibrational frequencies and anharmonic constants are obtained, one can calculate the number of anharmonic vibrational states of a system. The calculation of CRP then becomes a formidable task because the number of configurations increases greatly as the number of d.f. increases. Generally speaking, enumerating over all possible configurations can be computationally very expensive if more than 3 or 4 d.f. are involved [12] . For larger systems, the Wang-Landau algorithm [42] [43] [44] and its implementation for parallel architectures [45] can be applied to obtain an approximate density of states and CRP. Recent studies suggested that a reduced-dimensional (RD), in particular 1D, treatment can be applied in conjunction with SCTST [1, 9, 13] . In this 1D SCTST method, only the anharmonicity of the reaction mode at the TS is treated explicitly. The 1D SCTST rate constant is given by
Here, the total partition function of the TS is the same as in equation (2.1). In addition, Q R in equation (2.3) is the also same as its counterpart in equation (2.1). We note that the reaction mode of the TS of a bimolecular H abstraction reaction is not present in either of the reactants. Following this logic, if there were other modes that only exist in the TS, it is then possible to include them in the CRP calculation without adding anharmonic vibrational partition functions in Q R and formulate a simple expression for an RD SCTST calculation. However, the accuracy of such treatments is yet to be tested. The development of such a method is beyond the scope of the current study. In addition, if similar vibrational modes exist in both the TS and one of the reactants, one should treat them in the same way, either both harmonically or anharmonically. One clear example is the HR mode, the treatment of which is discussed in later sections. As the reaction probability is calculated using the information corresponding to only 1 d.f., the CRP is reduced to P(E v ), which is given by
The barrier penetration integral is calculated according to WKB theory:
where
The terms f FFF and f FFFF correspond to the third-and fourth-order derivatives of the PES with respect to the reaction mode, respectively, and ω F is the vibrational frequency of this mode. This formulation of 1D SCTST assumes that not only the coupling terms in an anharmonic constant matrix but also the coupling terms in the third-and fourth-order derivatives between the reaction mode and other modes are zero. Previous studies [12] have shown that inclusion of the coupling terms in the third-and fourth-order derivatives in fact produces rate constants that are in worse agreement to the FD SCTST results. The deep-tunnelling correction proposed by Wagner et al. [14] is also used in the current study. It improves the potential energy barrier used in an SCTST calculation in the low-energy region. In particular, the potential energy barrier is represented by a piecewise continuous function instead of a single asymmetric Eckart barrier function. We employ the Richardson extrapolation method [46] to improve the results of numerical differentiations of the PES. Detailed discussion of these methods can be found elsewhere [1] .
(b) Treatment to the hindered-rotor mode For the reactions in the current study, low-frequency (exact values can be found in §4a) HR vibrational modes exist in several stationary state structures. These HR vibrations involve atomic groups of a molecule rotating around a bond. This mode exhibits a transition from the harmonic oscillator behaviour at low temperature to free internal rotation at high temperature. Therefore, simply treating the HR mode as a harmonic oscillator at high temperature would lead to large errors in the partition function calculation [29, 34, 37, 38] , which also affects the resulting rate constant. Note that as the HR vibration exists in both the reactant and TSs of R1 and R2 in the forward direction, the impact of treating such modes using a harmonic oscillator model in the rate constant calculation may not lead to errors as significant as in each individual partition function calculation.
We use the 1D TES method proposed by Truhlar and co-workers [37] to calculate the HR partition function. We make the assumptions that the reduced moment of inertia is independent of the torsional angle and the 1D potential can be fitted to a cosine Fourier series:
The 1D TES partition function is then given by
where σ tor is the torsional symmetry number and E j is obtained from solving the Schrödinger equation of 1D HR:
Here I tor is the reduced moment of inertia of the HR. It can be calculated in either rectilinear or curvilinear coordinates. Ellingson et al. [37] suggested that results calculated using the curvilinear method proposed by Pitzer [47] [48] [49] show better agreement to high-level FD theoretical works. It is also used in this study. The corresponding TST and 1D SCTST rate constants are given by
where if a 1D HR mode exists in either the TS or the reactant, the corresponding vibrational partition function would have the harmonic oscillator vibrational partition function replaced by the 1D TES HR partition function in equation (2.7). Note that the adiabatic barrier may also be affected because including the anharmonicity in the HR mode changes the zero-point energy.
Computational details
All ab initio quantum chemistry calculations in this study were performed using the Gaussian09 software [50] . The geometry optimizations of the stationary points and consequent frequency calculations were carried out at second-order Møller-Plesset perturbation theory with an augmented correlation-consistent polarized valence triple-zeta Dunning basis set (MP2/aug-ccpVTZ) [51] . The 'tight' optimization condition was used to find the stationary structures. It has been proved to have faster convergence in the Richardson extrapolation of the numerical thirdand fourth-order derivatives [1, 13] . Both anharmonicity constant calculations and HR analyses were done at the MP2/aug-cc-pVTZ level of theory. In particular, second-order Richardson extrapolation is employed in the anharmonic constants calculation. In other words, single point energy calculations at the MP2/aug-cc-pVTZ level of theory were performed at a total of eight displaced geometries for either of the reactions. We used a redundant internal coordinate scan for the HR analyses. The increment of the torsional angle was set to be 10 • for CH 3 shown that this combination of levels of theory, although being relatively cheap, yields sufficiently accurate physical properties to carry out either quantum scattering or SCTST calculations and the calculated rate constants are in very good agreement with experimental and other theoretical results.
Results and discussions (a) Stationary states (i) Optimized geometries
We show in figure 1 the optimized geometry of the equilibrium states and the TSs of R1 and R2. Some of the key geometrical elements, such as bond lengths and angles, are indicated in the figure. The bond distances of H−H and O−H in TS of R1 and H−H and C−H in R2 are in good agreement with the previously published results [28, 29] . Note that the optimization result suggests that the equilibrium CH 3 O has a C s instead of a commonly expected C 3v symmetry. This result agrees with the findings in Marenich et al. [52] , where the authors constructed an FD PES of CH 3 O radical at the CCSD(T)/aug-cc-pCVTZ level of theory. Under the C s symmetry, we found one C−H bond distance at 1.098 Å and two at 1.092 Å, which agrees well with the reported [52] value of 1.101 Å and 1.092 Å, respectively. In the case of CH 2 OH, our optimized geometry has a C 1 symmetry, and the dihedral angles between the O−H bond and the two C−H bonds are 23. [53] (ii) Vibrational analyses and reaction energetics
The vibrational frequencies for all the equilibrium species and the TSs are presented in table 1. Two sets of values are presented for one of the reactants, CH 3 OH, and both TSs, because we took two different approaches in calculating their vibrational frequencies. In the normal approach, the frequencies of all the internal vibrational modes were obtained directly from diagonalizing the Hessian matrix. However, as a HR vibration exists, one can also separate the vibrational modes into two groups: the normal stretching-bending modes and the HR modes. The Hessian matrix is then converted from FD Cartesian coordinates to a set of RD curvilinear internal coordinates [54] , so that the post-conversion Hessian matrix only contains information of the stretching-bending modes. As illustrated in table 1, the separation of internal coordinates in most cases has a negligible change on the stretching-bending mode vibrational frequencies. For the two TSs, large changes are found in the TS of R2. In particular, the frequencies of two vibrational modes change from 558.19 cm −1 and 362.14 cm −1 to 546.68 cm −1 and 317.06 cm −1 , respectively. Table 1 also shows the frequencies of the HR mode of both TSs and CH 3 OH. The values reported in the normal sections were calculated using a simple harmonic oscillator model, while the ones in the separated sections were calculated from the solution of equation (2.8). The largest deviation for the HR mode frequency is found in the TS of R2, because this mode is the most anharmonic of the three HR modes studied. The change in frequencies due to separation of vibrational modes and anharmonic treatment of the HR mode also affects the zero-point energies (ZPEs). It is also worth noting that the reaction mode frequency of the two TSs does not change when separation of the vibrational modes is applied. We also investigate the eigenvectors corresponding to the reaction mode pre-and post-separation, which show that the change is negligible. This finding suggests that the coupling between the reaction mode and the HR mode is very small. We used the following fitted 1D potential functions in 1D TES calculation of the HR partition function; the units of all parameters are in cm −1 : The functions were fitted to ab initio data obtained using the methods described in §3; the residual sum of squares for each fitting was less than 1 × 10 −7 . In the case of CH 2 OH, only the vibrational frequencies calculated directly using the ab initio Hessian matrix are given. It is known to be an extremely non-rigid radical [53, 55] . A low-energy TS with a structure of C s symmetry, i.e. all five atoms in the same plane, can be found to link the transition between two enantiomers of CH 2 OH with C s symmetry [53, 55] . This motion corresponds to a bending mode of the CH 2 group that is strongly coupled with the HR mode of the radical. A 1D HR treatment to the partition function is therefore inaccurate and may lead to larger errors than the simple harmonic oscillator model. The 1D TES method described in §2b is not applied to CH 2 OH in this study. More detailed discussions of this radical and the calculation of its thermodynamic properties can be found in [55] . It is possible to use the two-dimensional non-separable HR model [39] by treating the torsional angles between the O−H bond and the two C−H bonds together to calculate the partition function of the two lowest frequency vibrational modes. However, it is beyond the scope of the current study.
The conventional (without application of the HR separation) forward and reverse adiabatic barrier heights are reported in table 2. Our results agree well with previous theoretical results [29, 31, 32] . We can see that R1 has a ∼ 20 kJ mol constants through changing the energy barriers (or the exponential term in equation (2.1)). It can also be observed that, for the forward reactions, R1 is slightly endothermic, while R2 is largely exothermic. The reverse barrier height does not have any impact on a standard TST calculation of the forward direction reaction rate constants. However, it affects the 1D SCTST calculation, because the deep-tunnelling correction [1, 8, 9, 13, 14] requires both forward and reverse barrier heights. For the forward direction of R2, being largely exothermic, the tunnelling probability is greater than 0 at E v = 0 [1, 13] . The 1D SCTST calculation for forward direction R2 should therefore produce accurate results compared to calculations that treat the two low-frequency modes in CH 2 OH with non-separable HR models. The 1D anharmonic constants and anharmonic correction to the potential barrier of R1 and R2 are also reported in table 2. Single point energies at 8 displacement geometries for each TS are used to calculate these values. The step size of the first displacement was chosen to be 0.02 Da 0.5 a 0 . Details of determining step sizes of other displacements can be found in [1] . Note that the anharmonic barrier correction, G 0 , for both reactions is negative. In other words, the effective barrier height in the 1D SCTST calculation is smaller than in a standard TST calculation.
(b) Rate constants
We report our calculated forward direction rate constants of R1 and R2 at selected temperatures in table 3. The calculated reaction rate constants of R1 and R2 in both the forward and reverse directions are plotted in figure 2 . In all cases, when comparing to the standard TST results, we can see that the 1D SCTST suggests a large tunnelling contribution to the reaction at temperatures typically below 500 K. The least contribution of quantum tunnelling is found in reverse R2, because it has the largest barrier height in all four reactions. In figure 2a , we show the impact of using HR treatment on the reaction rate constants. 
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Jodkowski et al. [26] Figure 2. Comparison of calculated reaction rate constants of: (a) R1 + R2 in the forward direction between hindered-rotor partition function and harmonic oscillator partition functions; (b) R1 + R2 in the forward direction between this work and previous studies; (c) R1 in the reverse direction between this work and previous studies; and (d) R2 in the reverse direction between this work and previous studies.
greater than the HO counterparts for both TST and 1D SCTST. The HR and HO 1D SCTST rate constants at high temperature converge to their respective HR and HO TST, which have different values. According to table 2, the impacts of applying HR separation on the forward barrier heights for both R1 and R2 are insignificant, the different convergence limit being clearly due to the use of HR partition functions. The comparisons between the calculated reaction rate constants for both the forward and reverse reactions in the current study and previously reported data are shown in figure 2b-d. We can see that 1D SCTST with 1D TES for the HR mode yields results in very good agreement with the data from other works. In particular, we compare the results to those in [26] , where calculations of the rate constants of both the forward and backward reactions were reported. We can see that our results suggest more tunnelling for the forward reactions with slightly less tunnelling in the backward direction. The three main differences between our research and that in [26] are the level of ab initio calculations, the method for tunnelling correction and the treatment to the HR mode. forward and reverse reactions for both R1 and R2 are lower than the suggested values in [26] . The tunnelling correction was calculated using a 1D asymmetric Eckart potential in [26] . This model often fails to represent the barrier near the reactant and product region [14] and produces unpredictable results that can be sometimes overestimating while underestimating at other times. In our 1D SCTST approach, because of using the deep-tunnelling correction proposed by Wagner et al. [14] , the approximated 1D potential has a much better description. The HR modes were only treated as harmonic oscillators in [26] . If we compare figure 2a,b, we can see that the total rate constant for the forward direction reaction reported in [26] has a better agreement with our 1D SCTST HO curve (the harmonic oscillator model) than our 1D SCTST HR results. The impact of the correct HR treatment on the reaction rate constant is discussed in the following parts of this section.
Comparing figure 2a ,b, 1D SCTST with HO treatments would clearly underestimate the rate constants when comparing to the experimental data. The impact of using the HR treatment to the HR vibrational modes on the rate constants for all four reactions is shown in figure 3 . This HR treatment includes two parts: replace the HO partition function with the 1D TES HR partition function and change the adiabatic barrier height according to the ZPE that includes the anharmonicity of the HR mode. We first show the ratios of partition functions and rate constants between the HR and HO treatments for R1 in the forward direction in figure 3a. For this reaction, the HR mode exists in both the TS and the reactant CH 3 OH. The HR rate constant is greater than the HO rate constants in the entire temperature range for both 1D SCTST and TST calculations. The difference is within 15%. According to table 2, the change in adiabatic barrier height for the reaction is negligible; the ratio between the HO and the HR TST rate constant is a direct product of the ratios between HO and HR partition functions of TS and reactants. The ratio between HO and HR 1D SCTST rate constants is slightly different from the TST counterparts at low temperature. This is due to the application of deep-tunnelling correction in the 1D SCTST calculation, where the reverse barrier height is used and the HR treatment has a larger impact on the reverse barrier than the forward barrier. Figure 3b illustrates the HO/HR ratios for R1 in the reverse direction; here only the TS has an HR mode. The impact of an HR treatment now comes from the TS partition function and the adiabatic barrier height. The effect of the two types of influences acts in opposite ways for this particular reaction, and we can see that the HO rate constant at its maximum is only approximately 10% different from the HR rate constants. Similar analyses can be done for R2 in both forward and reverse directions, shown in figure 3c,d, respectively. However, for these two reactions, the HR rate constants are over two times larger than the HO counterparts. It is dominated mainly by the change in the TS partition function when HR treatment is applied, because the HR mode in TS of R2 has the largest anharmonicity in all the HR modes analysed in this study. Another interesting behaviour can be found in figure 3c,d in that the ratio of 1D SCTST rate constants is almost identical to the ratio of TST. This is due to the large asymmetric barriers found in R2. The 1D SCTST rate constants are less sensitive to the absolute barrier height in particular for R2 forward direction.
Conclusion
The rate constants of the H + CH 3 OH CH 3 O/CH 2 OH + H 2 reactions have been calculated using the standard TST and the 1D SCTST. The geometries and vibrational frequencies of the stationary structures were calculated at the MP2/aug-cc-pVTZ level of theory. Single point energy calculations at the CCSD(T)/aug-cc-pVTZ level of theory were carried out to improve the estimation of the barrier heights. To perform the 1D SCTST calculation, the anharmonic constants corresponding to the reaction mode (1D) of the TS were calculated using the VPT2, which required the third-and fourth-order derivatives of the PES with respect to the reaction mode. Second-order Richardson extrapolation was used to improve the numerical estimation of these derivatives. To apply this method, single point energy calculations at the MP2/aug-cc-pVTZ level of theory were carried out at a total of eight displacement geometries. The additional cost of a 1D SCTST calculation compared to a standard TST is therefore only eight single-point energy calculations at relatively low level of theory.
HR vibrational modes were found in the TSs and the reactants of the reactions. Partition functions of this mode were calculated using both the HO model and the 1D TES method. The impact of treating HR using 1D TES was shown. The difference between 1D TES and HO rate constants can be as small as 10% and as large as three times for different reactions and temperatures. The 1D TES method has been shown to be easily adapted in the 1D SCTST calculation. The resulting 1D SCTST with 1D TES reaction rate constants for all the reactions were in very good agreement with previous experimental and theoretical results. 1D SCTST was able to capture the contribution of the quantum tunnelling effect, while the 1D TES improved the treatment of the HR vibrational partition function.
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